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Rewrite rules are critical in equality saturation, an increasingly popular technique in optimizing compilers, synthesizers, and verifiers. Unfortunately, developing high-quality rulesets is difficult and error-prone. Recent work on automatically inferring rewrite rules does not scale to large terms or grammars, and existing rule inference tools are monolithic and opaque. Equality saturation users therefore struggle to guide inference and incrementally construct rulesets. As a result, most users still manually develop and maintain rulesets.

This paper proposes Enumo, a new domain-specific language for programmable theory exploration. Enumo provides a small set of core operators that enable users to strategically guide rule inference and incrementally build rulesets. Short Enumo programs easily replicate results from state-of-the-art tools, but Enumo programs can also scale to infer deeper rules from larger grammars than prior approaches. Its composable operators even facilitate developing new strategies for ruleset inference. We introduce a new fast-forwarding strategy that does not require evaluating terms in the target language, and can thus support domains that were out of scope for prior work.

We evaluate Enumo and fast-forwarding across a variety of domains. Compared to state-of-the-art techniques, Enumo can synthesize better rulesets over a diverse set of domains, in some cases matching the effects of manually-developed rulesets in systems driven by equality saturation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Equational theories in the form of rewrites \( (f \rightsquigarrow r) \) have long been used in term rewriting systems. Equality saturation engines in particular, which have seen a recent resurgence, leverage these theories to power systems in a wide variety of domains including program synthesis [Cao et al. 2023; McClurg et al. 2021; Nandi et al. 2020; Panchevskia et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2020], formal verification [Coq 2022; Coward et al. 2022, 2023; De Moura and Björner 2008; Grannan et al. 2022; Nötzi et al. 2019], and optimizing compilers [Fu et al. 2023; Joshi et al. 2002; Koehler et al. 2021; Singh 2022; Tate et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2022; Yang et al. 2021]. A key challenge in building these systems is writing the rewrites themselves: too few rewrites can lead to missed optimizations; too many can complicate implementation and maintenance. Further, even one incorrect rewrite can compromise the soundness of the entire system.

Theory explorers automatically generate equational theories [Claessen et al. 2013, 2010; Johansson et al. 2010, 2014; Nandi et al. 2021; Nötzi et al. 2019; Singher and Itzhaky 2021]. These tools generally follow a three-stage approach:

1. Enumerate terms from a given grammar, typically in a bottom-up, exhaustive manner [Barrett et al. 2011; Nandi et al. 2021].

2. Generate candidate rewrite rules from the enumerated terms. Naively, any pair of enumerated terms could be a candidate rewrite rule. Prior work used techniques like finger-printing, fuzzing, and symbolic execution to identify “likely sound” candidates [Bansal and Aiken 2006; Nandi et al. 2021; Nötzi et al. 2019; Singher and Itzhaky 2021].

3. Using the candidates, select a set of rewrite rules that are both sound and useful. Typically, this is done via a process that verifies the candidates and removes redundant ones. Nandi et al. [2021] call this process “minimization,” under the assumption that a smaller set of rules is more likely to be effective.

Despite recent innovations, theory explorers are still not widely used. We posit that their monolithic implementations make them too inflexible. These tools are designed for idealized “one-shot” use cases: the user provides a grammar, interpreter, and verifier and gets a ruleset. Such theory explorers are rigid and opaque; they provide no mechanism for users to intervene or apply domain expertise to guide inference. Contrastingly, the Enumo DSL lets the user guide theory exploration. Users provide the same three inputs as well as a short Enumo program. Enumo’s modular and composable operators make it easy to implement existing inference strategies, add domain-specific tweaks, or even implement new strategies.
infeasible even for a moderately sized grammar. Instead, users should be able to guide the theory explorer to discover such rules.

We present a new paradigm: theory exploration à la carte, which breaks theory explorers down into a set of modular operators. Users can programmatically compose these operators to easily build a theory explorer suited to their needs. To this end, we developed ENUMO, an embedded domain-specific language (DSL) in which term enumeration strategies and rulesets are first-class values. Simple ENUMO programs can generate useful rulesets that prior work [Nandi et al. 2021] cannot. ENUMO’s abstractions also inspired “fast-forwarding,” a new theory exploration algorithm that supports domains where equality is undecidable (e.g., real arithmetic).

We demonstrate that ENUMO programs can synthesize better rulesets compared to state-of-the-art tools, while also scaling to much larger grammars. In a case study inspired by Halide’s large grammar [Ragan-Kelley et al. 2013], an ENUMO program synthesized a ruleset that derives 90% of Halide’s handwritten rules. Compared to prior work in theory exploration, fast-forwarding enabled Herbie [Panchekha et al. 2015] to achieve 128% higher accuracy when improving floating-point rounding error and helped us find alternate implementations of trigonometric functions in Megalibm, another floating point synthesis tool [Briggs and Panchekha 2022]. Finally, in the domain of constructive solid geometry, ENUMO’s synthesized rules for CAD identities let Szalinski [Nandi et al. 2020] shrink benchmarks by 87% on average, closely matching the 90% reduction achieved by expert-written rules.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- A DSL, ENUMO, that offers operators for generating custom workloads, composing theory exploration strategies, and manipulating rulesets (Section 4).
- A new algorithm for “fast-forwarding” rules to infer rulesets in domains where providing an interpreter is infeasible (Section 5).
- An extensive evaluation showing that, compared to a state-of-the-art theory explorer, custom workloads and ruleset composition leads to better rulesets (Section 6).
- A set of end-to-end case studies demonstrating that ENUMO’s synthesized rulesets are comparable to handwritten rulesets across a variety of domains (Section 6).

2 BACKGROUND ON EQUALITY SATURATION

This paper investigates strategic theory exploration powered by the equality saturation technique and the e-graph data structure. Here, we provide a brief background on both topics.

2.1 E-graphs

An e-graph [Kozen 1977; Nelson 1980] is a data structure that efficiently represents an equivalence relation over terms, consisting of a set of e-classes. Each e-class is a set of equivalent e-nodes. An e-node \( f(c_1, c_2, \ldots) \) is function symbol \( f \) with children e-classes \( c_i \). An e-graph is said to represent a term \( t \) if any of its e-classes represents \( t \); an e-class represents \( t \) if any e-node in the e-class represents it. An e-node \( f(c_1, \ldots, c_n) \) represents a term \( f(t_1, \ldots, t_n) \) if each \( c_i \) represents \( t_i \). Two terms represented by the same e-class are considered equivalent. We additionally define some operators over e-graphs that are useful later in the paper.

- The \( \text{add}(t) \) operator adds term \( t \) to the e-graph and returns the e-class that represents \( t \).
- The \( \text{lookup}(t) \) operator returns the e-class that represents a term \( t \) if such an e-class exists.
- The \( \text{merge}(c_1, c_2) \) operator combines two e-class ids into a single e-class.

Willsey et al. [2021] gives the semantics of these operators in more detail. E-graphs were developed for automated theorem proving and are today used in SMT solvers [Barrett et al. 2011; De Moura and
Ideally, rewrites are applied until the e-graph saturates, i.e., no new e-nodes are added to the e-graph. In practice, saturation is rare, and resource bounds like iteration or e-graph size in terms of number of e-nodes, and it outputs a term, \( t' \), that is equivalent to \( t \). First, it creates a new e-graph representing \( t \) (line 3). Equality saturation then applies each rewrite rule in \( R \) to the e-graph. Rule application occurs in three stages:

1. **Line 8**: an algorithm called e-matching [de Moura and Bjørner 2007; Detlefs et al. 2005] finds all terms in the e-graph that match the pattern \( \ell \). E-matching returns a list of tuples \((\sigma, ec_\ell)\), where \( \sigma \) is the substitution and \( ec_\ell \) is an e-class that represents the term \( \sigma(\ell) \).
2. **Line 9**: for each tuple \((\sigma, ec_\ell)\), equality saturation applies \( \sigma \) to \( r \) to get a term \( \sigma(\ell) \). If \( \sigma(\ell) \) is not already represented by the e-graph, it is added in a new e-class.
3. **Line 11**: the e-class representing \( \sigma(\ell) \) and the e-class representing \( \sigma(\ell) \) are merged.

Ideally, rewrites are applied until the e-graph saturates, i.e., no new e-nodes are added to the e-graph. In practice, saturation is rare, and resource bounds like iteration or e-node limits are
necessary to control termination. Following rule application, a cost function is used to extract the “best” expression equivalent to \( t \) from the e-graph.

Many tools use equality saturation to drive program transformations, program synthesis, and equivalence checking [Nandi et al. 2020; Panchekha et al. 2015; Premtoon et al. 2020; Tate et al. 2009; VanHattum et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2020]. Recently, equality saturation has been used to find rulesets for other equality saturation-based systems [Nandi et al. 2021; Singher and Itzhaky 2021].

2.3 Equational Theory Inference

Theory exploration tools infer a set of axioms for a given domain. In this paper, we focus only on equational axioms, which most of these tools emit.

As described in Section 1, equational theory inference typically follows a three step process: (1) term enumeration, (2) candidate generation, (3) rule filtering. In current theory exploration tools, these steps are embedded in the core synthesis algorithm, making it difficult or impossible for users to guide or customize the tools according to their use case. This paper presents the Enumo DSL, which makes theory exploration modular and hence user-customizable by offering a small set of composable operators.

3 Enumo by Example

Enumo is a DSL that provides the operators needed to build a theory explorer driven by equality saturation, à la carte. Users define their own term enumeration strategies and can customize how the resulting rules are processed and combined.

To introduce the basics of Enumo, we walk through a simple example of learning rules over the domain of rational arithmetic. Section 3.1 recreates prior work on theory exploration ([Nandi et al. 2021]) in a few lines of Enumo code. Section 3.2 shows how enumo surpasses the capabilities of existing tools by employing workload construction operators to guide term enumeration. Section 3.3 demonstrates Enumo’s ruleset manipulation primitives, including a new algorithm for learning rules without an interpreter.

3.1 Enumo Basics: Learning Rules for Rational Arithmetic

Consider the task of learning rules for the domain of rational arithmetic (a grammar with operators +, -, \( \times \), /, abs, \( \sim \)), where we assume the user can provide a concrete evaluator (a standard recursive interpreter). As with any theory exploration tool, the first step is to enumerate terms from the domain. This is typically accomplished by giving a grammar to the theory explorer, which then exhaustively enumerates terms up to some depth. In Enumo, however, the user constructs a workload that enumerates terms by composing various workload primitives and combinators. The simplest workload is a set of s-expressions:

```plaintext
leaves = { a b c -1 0 1 }
grammar = {
    EXPR
    (~ EXPR)
    (abs EXPR)
    (+ EXPR EXPR)
    (- EXPR EXPR)
    (* EXPR EXPR)
    (/ EXPR EXPR)
}
```

The leaves workload is a set of six atomic s-expressions that represent the atoms of the domain: symbols a, b, c and constants -1, 0, and 1. The grammar workload is a set of s-expressions that
represent the grammar of the domain. The EXPR symbol is intended as a placeholder but has no special meaning to ENUMO. By convention, we fully capitalize these placeholder symbols to differentiate them from symbols and operators in the domain language.

The plug operator lets the user compose two workloads, $W_1$ and $W_2$, by replacing occurrences of a given symbol $x$ in $W_1$ with s-expressions from $W_2$. Using plug, the user can construct a workload that exhaustively enumerates terms up to a particular depth:

```python
11 rations_depth1 = grammar.plug("EXPR", leaves)
12 rations_depth2 = grammar.plug("EXPR", rations_depth1)
```

Note that $W_1.plug("x", W_2)$ yields all possible combinations of replacing symbol "x" in $W_1$ with an s-expression from $W_2$ (Section 4, for detailed semantics). Because the grammar on line 3 includes EXPR, grammar . plug("EXPR", W) includes all s-expressions in W. Lines 11 and 12 enumerate all terms up to depth 1 and 2, respectively.

With a workload in hand that represents enumerated terms from the domain, we can now write an ENUMO program to learn rules. Initially, we learn rules following the conventional approach in [Nandi et al. 2021] and [Nötzli et al. 2019]; in later sections, we show a more advanced ENUMO program. First, we learn rules of depth 1 (D1):

```python
13 candidates1 = rations_depth1
14 .to_egraph()
15 .find_candidates()
16 (valid1, _) = candidates1.partition(|c| c.is_valid())
17 rules1 = valid1.minimize([])
```

Line 14 converts the D1 workload to an e-graph by evaluating the workload (according to the semantics in Section 4) and adding the resulting s-expressions to the e-graph. Unlike the workload’s untyped s-expressions, the e-graph is typed according to the domain $L$ (in this case, rational arithmetic). Once the e-graph is constructed, we use find_candidates to generate rule candidates (line 15). This method uses the characteristic vector (cvec) matching approach from Nandi et al. [2021], evaluating e-graph terms with the user-provided interpreter on a sampling of constants. Terms that evaluate identically on all inputs are likely to be equivalent and are thus candidates for rules. Candidates are not necessarily sound, so we must validate them on line 16 with a user-provided verifier (over the rationals, we use Z3 [De Moura and Bjørner 2008]). Finally, on line 17, we minimize the candidates to eliminate redundant rules. ENUMO’s minimize operator is parameterized over a scheduling Strategy. Using a Strategy, a client can control how much redundancy is permissible in the ruleset, measured via “derivability,” as defined in Section 4.3. minimize works as follows: to get rules1, rules from valid1 are added one-by-one to a new, initially empty ruleset. A given rule $r \in$ valid1 is added to rules1 if the rules currently in rules1 cannot derive $r$ within a given number of equality saturation iterations.

At this point, this small ENUMO program has emulated the behavior of Nandi et al. [2021]’s Ruler tool to learn D1 rules. We can now learn rules of depth 2 (D2) by repeating a similar process:

```python
18 candidates2 = rations_depth2 # from line 12
19 .to_egraph()
20 .compress(rules1)
21 .find_candidates()
22 (valid2, _) = candidates2.partition(|c| c.is_valid())
23 rules2 = valid2.minimize(rules1)
24 all_rules = rules2.union(rules1)
```

1An exception occurs if s-expressions cannot be parsed into the syntax for domain $L$. 

Again following Nandi et al. [2021], learning the D2 rules benefits from the D1 rules in two ways. First, on line 20, we compress (see Figure 4) the D2 e-graph prior to finding candidates. This not only shrinks the e-graph and makes finding candidates more efficient but also prevents learning candidates that are implied by the D1 rules. Similarly, we pass the D1 rules to the minimize operator to minimize candidates not only with respect to each other but also with respect to the D1 rules. To produce the final ruleset, we compose rules2 and rules1 into all_rules.

3.2 Guided Enumeration to Find “Deeper” Rules

Notice that we just implemented the entire Ruler [Nandi et al. 2021] tool in about twenty lines of Enumo. Enumo workload operators can easily express exhaustive term enumeration, and the candidate generation and selection techniques used in Ruler are also supported in Enumo. However, while tools like Ruler can perform only a few iterations before getting stuck due to the exponential growth of enumerated terms, Enumo programs can express subsets of the term space, making it easy to scale beyond what is possible with exhaustive enumeration.

In the previous example (Section 3.1), we learned rules over the rational domain, which is problematized by rewrites involving division (/) that are only conditionally true, e.g., the rule (/ a a) ⇔ 1 holds only when a is nonzero. To address this problem, we implemented a version of the rational domain in Enumo that supports conditional expressions.

Suppose we want to find the rule (/ a a) ⇔ (if a 1 (/ a a)), which is a version of the rule (/ a a) ⇔ 1 that finds the equivalence between (/ a a) and 1 only when a is nonzero. The right-hand side of this rule is a large term: in the domain of rational arithmetic (+, -, *, /) augmented with if, Ruler enumerates it only after it enumerates the 3,236,142 smaller terms first. Ruler has no simple mechanism by which a domain expert can narrow the search space in order to learn deeper rules; however, Enumo enables users to leverage their domain expertise to find better, deeper rules than is possible with exhaustive term enumeration.

Our goal here is to learn conditional versions of unsound rules, so we first find the unsound rule candidates from Section 3.1:

```plaintext
all_candidates = candidates1.union(candidates2)  # rule candidates over terms up to depth 2
(sound, unsound) = all_candidates.partition(|rule| rule.is_valid())
```

Next, we construct a workload from the ruleset that checks for division by zero:

```plaintext
guard_wkld = { }
guard_pattern = { (if GUARD THEN ELSE ) }
for rule in unsound:
  # domain-specific function that returns a workload consisting of terms that
  # appear as the second argument to division
  denominators = rule.denominators()
  # construct terms that match the unsound rule candidate, but with a check
  # for division by zero
  guard_wkld.add(
  )
```

Above, guard_pattern (line 5) is a workload consisting of a single s-expression, which serves as a pattern for the workload we are constructing. Note that because Enumo is an embedded DSL, it is possible to encode domain-specific extensions simply by writing custom functions. For example, on Line 9, we use a domain-specific function to construct a workload consisting of terms that appear in the denominator in unsound rules. We loop over the unsound rules, incrementally building the
workload with the plug operator to make a guarded version of each unsound rule. Finally, we are ready to learn rules:

```python
16 candidates = guard_wkld.to_egraph().compress(rules2).find_candidates()
17 (sound_candidates, _) = candidates.partition(|rule| rule.is_valid())
18 guard_rules = sound_candidates.minimize(rules2)
```

This step closely mirrors the process of learning D2 rules in the previous subsection: we convert the workload to an e-graph, compress the e-graph using the rules we already learned, and find candidates. Finally, we minimize the candidates, again using the existing rules. The final ruleset contains the rules `(/ a a) ⇔ (if a 1 (/ a a))` and `(/ 0 a) ⇔ (if a 0 (/ 0 a))`, both of which are useful, sound rewrite rules that avoid unsoundness when the denominator could be zero. Importantly, we found these rules without enumerating all depth-3 terms.

### 3.3 Learning Refined Rules with Ruleset Manipulation

We now consider an alternate approach to candidate generation. Suppose we want to learn rules for transcendental functions (e.g., trigonometric operators). For the examples in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, we used cvec matching, which requires the user to implement an interpreter for the domain. For transcendental functions, equality is undecidable [Boehm 2020], so cvec matching is not possible. However, these functions can be represented in terms of other functions over rational and complex domains, for which there exist various identities. For example, the functions sine and cosine can be represented mathematically by

\[
\sin(x) = \frac{\text{cis}(x) - \text{cis}(-x)}{2i} \quad \text{and} \quad \cos(x) = \frac{\text{cis}(x) + \text{cis}(-x)}{2},
\]

where \(\text{cis}(x)\) is the complex exponential \(e^{ix}\).

Leveraging the compositional nature of Enumo operators, we can first synthesize rewrite rules over rationals and then use them to learn rules for trigonometric functions without needing to evaluate trigonometric terms directly. We begin with a set of rewrite rules over rationals that we synthesized previously using an Enumo program.

```python
1 initial_rules = Ruleset.from_file("initial.rules")
```

Next, we add exploratory rules (Section 5) that express the trigonometric operators in terms of the rational and complex operators. These rules are typically handwritten:

```python
2 explore_rules = [
3 "(sin a) ==> (/ (- (cis a) (cis (- a))) (* 2 I))", 
4 "(cos a) ==> (/ (+ (cis a) (cis (- a))) 2)", 
5 "(tan a) ==> (* I (/ (- (cis (- a)) (cis a)) (+ (cis (- a)) (cis a)))))"]
```

Now, we construct a workload representing trigonometric terms:

```python
6 consts = { 0 (/ PI 6) (/ PI 4) (/ PI 3) (/ PI 2) PI (* PI 2) }
7 wkld = { (OP VAL) }.plug("OP", { sin cos tan }).plug("VAL", consts)
8 .filter(Filter.Not(Filter.Contains("(tan (/ PI 2))")))
```

This workload represents terms that have a single trigonometric operator applied to a constant value; notice that we can easily filter out `tan (/ PI 2)`, which is undefined. Finally, we convert the workload to an e-graph and run the fast-forwarding algorithm to discover new rules using our prior rules:

```python
9 trig_rules =
10 wkld
11 .to_egraph()
12 .fast_forward(initial_rules, explore_rules, limits)
13 .minimize(initial_rules)
```

---

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cis_(mathematics)
We explain the fast-forwarding algorithm in detail in Section 5, but at a high level, it identifies candidates by running known rewrite rules and considering merged e-classes as rule candidates. By definition, all rules found using this algorithm are derivable from the starting ruleset, but the rulesets generated can still be valuable in practice. In this case, fast-forwarding lets us find rules representing a search space with terms of interest.

4 ENUMO: A DSL FOR STRATEGIC THEORY EXPLORATION

This section presents the core of the ENUMO DSL for guided term enumeration and incremental rewrite rule inference. ENUMO programs primarily manipulate two kinds of values: workloads, which represent sets of terms, and rulesets, which are sets of pairs of patterns. Both terms within workloads and patterns within rewrite rules are represented as (untyped) s-expressions.

ENUMO programs typically iterate the following steps:

1. Construct a workload \( \mathcal{W} \) representing a search space with terms of interest.
2. Convert \( \mathcal{W} \) to an e-graph and use the current ruleset to merge equivalent e-classes.
3. Search this compressed e-graph to find candidate rewrite rules, i.e., unmerged pairs of e-classes that fuzzing or other techniques suggest may be equivalent.

---

Fig. 3. Syntax and semantics for the workload fragment of the ENUMO DSL.
(4) Minimize the set of candidates by removing rules that are unsound or redundant given the current ruleset.
(5) Add the set of minimized candidates to the current ruleset.

**Enumo** provides several operators for constructing and manipulating both workloads and rulesets, including *plugging* and *iterating* workloads to build up sets of terms, *forcing* to materialize and insert a workload of terms into an e-graph, *searching* e-graphs built from workloads for candidate rewrite rules, and *minimizing* rulesets to remove redundant rules. **Enumo** programs are essentially a sequence of bindings from variables to workload and ruleset expressions embedded in a host programming language, e.g., a simple lambda calculus.

### 4.1 Workloads

**Figure 3** shows the syntax and semantics of workloads in **Enumo**. Workloads have four constructors: (1) Set represents a literal set of s-expressions, (2) Union represents unions of workloads, (3) Filter represents a subset of terms in a workload, and (4) Plug represents substituting one workload into another. Note that workloads represent sets of terms, but do not eagerly materialize them. In **Enumo**, workloads are typically materialized into an e-graph using the `to_egraph` operator. This laziness is a key design decision that lets **Enumo** programs efficiently represent and manipulate large sets of terms.

Set and Union have straightforward semantics (**Figure 3b**). Filter takes a workload \( \mathcal{W} \) and a filter predicate \( P \), and represents the set of terms from \( \mathcal{W} \) that satisfy \( P \). **Figure 3a** shows the syntax of filter predicates. Some filters use term *metrics*, which count the number of atoms, lists, and depth of a term. The semantics for filters is given in **Figure 3c**. The MetricEq and MetricLt filters measure a metric of a term and compare it to a given value; the Contains filter checks whether the given pattern occurs in a term; the Excludes filter is the inverse of Contains; the Canon filter checks that a given term is canonical with respect to a given list of variables; and the Not, Or, and And filters are the usual logical connectives.

Plug lets the user substitute all combinations of terms from one workload for a given variable in another workload. As the semantics in **Figure 3b** show, Plug provides a special kind of substitution that performs a Cartesian product: Plug \( \mathcal{W}_1 \) s \( \mathcal{W}_2 \) returns a workload that denotes a set of \[ \sum_{(i_1, \ldots, i_m)} |\mathcal{W}_1| \] terms, where there are \( m \) occurrences of \( s \) in each term, \( t_i \), in \( \mathcal{W}_1 \). The following **Enumo** snippet demonstrates the semantics of Plug:

```python
1  w1 = { X (foo X X) }
2  w2 = { 1 y }  # plugged == { 1 y (foo 1 1) (foo 1 y) (foo y 1) (foo y y)}
```

**Enumo**’s operators can be composed into useful, reusable strategies beyond the concise reimplementation of past work. As an example, `iter_metric`, defined in the following **Enumo** snippet, can be used to create size-parameterized workloads: `iter_metric(W, tgt, Atoms, n)` produces all terms from the workload with at most \( n \) atoms, and `iter_metric(W, tgt, Depth, n)` produces all terms from the workload up to depth \( n \). `iter_metric` can be used to generate workloads with successively larger terms and thus guide the exploration of successively deeper rules across domains (**Section 6**).

```python
1  def iter_plug(W, tgt, n):
2      if n <= 0: return W
3      return W.plug(tgt, iter_plug(W, tgt, n - 1))
4
5  def iter_metric(W, tgt, metric, n):
6      return iter_plug(W, tgt, n).filter(metric <= n)
```

Equality Saturation Theory Exploration à la Carte

**E-graph Generating Operators**
- to_egraph: workload → egraph
- eqsat : egraph → ruleset → egraph
- compress : egraph → ruleset → egraph

**Rule Testing Operators**
- is_saturating : rule → bool
- is_valid : rule → bool
- can_derive : ruleset → rule → bool

**Ruleset Generating Operators**
- find_candidates : egraph → ruleset
- partition : ruleset → (rule → bool) → ruleset + ruleset
- minimize : ruleset → ruleset → ruleset
- union : ruleset → ruleset → ruleset
- candidates_by_diff : egraph → egraph → ruleset

---

**Optimizing Workloads.** Plug is the key workload combiner for representing search spaces by enumerating terms from a grammar. Plug typically represents combinatorially many more terms than its arguments, but the result of a Plug is often Filtered to target a more specific subset of the represented terms. We introduce an essential optimization to speed up workload evaluation that avoids unnecessary work during combinatorial substitution by pushing monotonic Filters through Plugs according to the following equation:

$$[\text{Filter } \text{filter} (\text{Plug } W_1 s W_2)] = [\text{Filter } \text{filter} (\text{Plug } W_1 s (\text{Filter } \text{filter} W_2))]$$

A filter $f$ is monotonic if, for every term $t$ satisfying $f$, every subterm $s \in t$ also satisfies $f$. Note that the outer Filter remains in place even after the optimization since removing it entirely would not preserve semantics. This still provides exponential speedups in the number of terms that must be filtered. *All ENUMO programs in our evaluation depend heavily on this optimization.*

In the current ENUMO implementation, And, Excludes, and MetricLt are monotonic filters, so they are pushed through Plugs. This optimization, and its monotonicity constraint, are inspired by the classic relational algebra optimization of pushing certain selections through joins [Abiteboul et al. 1995]; in some ways, Plug’s combinatorial behavior resembles a relational join.

---

**4.2 E-graphs and Rulesets**

In addition to novel, programmable term enumeration, ENUMO also provides primitives to create and manipulate e-graphs and rulesets. Figure 4 shows these operators and their types. Many mirror parts of earlier monolithic theory explorers; ENUMO’s key insight lies in turning such tools “inside out” to expose their components as composable operators in a DSL that lets users strategically guide the search for rewrites and incrementally build up inferred rulesets.

**E-graph Operators.** In the ENUMO language definition, an e-graph is an abstract data type that provides the operations described in Section 2.1. A typical ENUMO program (Section 3), converts a workload into an e-graph using the to_egraph operator before generating candidates. The resulting e-graph represents every term in the set denoted by the workload.

The eqsat operator runs equality saturation on the given e-graph with the given ruleset. From ENUMO’s perspective, eqsat’s main purpose is to remove redundancy from the e-graph implied by a ruleset of already-learned rewrites.

The compress operator also runs equality saturation, but it does not allow the e-graph to grow. It runs equality saturation on a copy of the e-graph and backports only the unions. Section 5 shows how these strategies affect rule inference.

**Ruleset Operators.** A ruleset is a set of rewrite rules, where each rule is a pair of patterns. Rulesets can be read from or written to a file, manipulated using the ruleset operators in Figure 4, and used to perform equality saturation on e-graphs using the eqsat operator described previously.
In a typical ENUMO program, the find_candidates operator is used to infer a ruleset from an e-graph. find_candidates is parameterized on a user-provided interpreter that identifies likely sound rule candidates by evaluating the terms over a set of inputs (fuzzing); terms that disagree are certainly not equivalent, but those that agree may be [Bansal and Aiken 2006; Nandi et al. 2021]. To define find_candidates formally, let \( \text{repr}(e) \) denote a representative term from e-class \( e \), and let \( \text{eval}(t) \) denote the result of evaluating \( t \) over some set of input values. Then, find_candidates on e-graph \( E \) returns a set of rules:

\[
\{ \text{repr}(e_l) \rightsquigarrow \text{repr}(e_r) \mid \text{eval}(\text{repr}(e_l)) = \text{eval}(\text{repr}(e_r)) \}
\]

The partition operator takes a ruleset \( R \) and a predicate \( P \) over rules and returns \( (R_1, R_2) \) such that \( R = R_1 \cup R_2, r \in R_1 \implies P(r), \) and \( r \in R_2 \implies \neg P(r) \). Figure 4 shows two such predicates, is_valid and is_saturating. The is_valid predicate checks whether a rule \( \ell \rightsquigarrow r \) is valid for all inputs using a user-provided verifier for the domain. Depending on the domain, the verifier can use techniques like SMT, model checking, or fuzzing. The built-in is_saturating predicate checks whether a rule is saturating, i.e., applying the rule to an e-graph will not increase its size. At a high level, saturating rules have a right-hand side pattern that contains only subterms appearing in the left-hand side, except potentially for the root operator. For example, \( x + y \rightsquigarrow y + x \) is saturating since all non-root subterms in the right-hand side \( (x \text{ and } y) \) also occur in the left-hand side, but \( x + (y + z) \rightsquigarrow (x + y) + z \) is not since the right-hand side contains a non-root subterm \( x + y \) that does not appear in the left-hand side. Applying only saturating rules to an e-graph is guaranteed to reach a fixpoint past which further application of the rules no longer changes the e-graph.

The can_derive operator tests whether a ruleset \( R \) can derive a rule \( \ell' \rightsquigarrow r \), discussed in Section 4.3. The minimize operator takes a ruleset \( R \) and prior rules \( P \) and minimizes \( R \) with respect to \( P \), guaranteeing that minimize\((R, P) = R' \implies \forall r \in R \setminus R', \text{can_derive}(P \cup R', r) \). Conceptually, this filters \( R \) to a small subset \( R' \) of rules such that \( r \in R' \implies \neg \text{can_derive}(P, r) \). However, ENUMO’s minimize operator provides an optimization that batches these checks to simultaneously eliminate redundant rules, initially described in Nandi et al. [2021].

The final core operator is candidates_by_diff, which takes two e-graphs \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) and returns a ruleset. candidates_by_diff infers candidate rewrite rules from e-classes that merged during an equality saturation run, i.e., terms that a given ruleset could prove equivalent. Typically, \( e_2 \) is the result of running equality saturation on \( e_1 \) with ruleset \( R \). If, by application of \( R \), the equivalence between terms \( t \) and \( t' \) is discovered, then candidates_by_diff learns a rule candidate by extracting the best expression from the e-classes representing \( t \) and \( t' \) in \( e_1 \). candidates_by_diff enables rule synthesis for new domains, which prior work could not support. This utility is briefly exemplified in Section 3.2 and formally presented in Section 5.

### 4.3 Discussion of Derivability

Given two rulesets, how do we know which is better? While it may be tempting to use ruleset size as a proxy for ruleset quality, more rules are not necessarily preferable because overly redundant rules degrade the performance of equality saturation systems. A small set of simple rules is often easier to maintain and debug than a large set of complicated ones. On the other hand, a ruleset with too few rules is less useful because fewer equivalences will be found, especially since resource limits restrict the number of iterations of equality saturation. Since saturation is rare in practice, it is often helpful to have some redundancy in the rulesets to improve results under given resource limits (see Section 5). Quantifying a ruleset’s proving power under given resource limits is subtle and difficult to estimate. In this section, we define ruleset derivability, a metric for measuring proving power that we use to compare rulesets.
Derivability. Prior work has not established a standard definition of derivability in the context of equality saturation. In this paper, we formalize two “obvious” definitions of derivability: LHS-RHS and LHS. To test whether a ruleset, \( R \), can derive a rule, \( \ell \leadsto r \), under given resource limits, we use the equality saturation procedure (Figure 2). The function timeout determines when to stop the equality saturation loop based on available resources (e.g., node count, iteration, or time bounds). If running equality saturation using ruleset \( R \) causes e-classes representing \( \ell \) and \( r \) to merge, we say \( \ell \leadsto r \) is derivable from \( R \) under the given resource bounds. The LHS-RHS derivability metric measures whether the equivalence between \( \ell \) and \( r \) can be recovered by applying the rules in \( R \) to an e-graph initialized with both \( \ell \) and \( r \). In contrast, the stronger LHS definition for derivability states that \( \ell \leadsto r \) can be recovered given only \( \ell \). Prior work used the LHS-RHS definition of derivability [Nandi et al. 2021].

In the context of equality saturation, the initial state of the e-graph interacts with resource limits in subtle ways because it changes what terms are available during e-matching. Rules in \( R \) must find concrete terms in the e-graph that match the left side of the rule in order to add the right side and merge the two e-classes. Changing the initialization of the e-graph thus changes the rule matches that are possible.

To illustrate the difference between LHS and LHS-RHS derivability, consider the rule \( a \leadsto b \) (where \( a \) and \( b \) are arbitrary patterns) and a ruleset containing the rule \( b \leadsto a \). In an e-graph initialized with both \( a \) and \( b \) (LHS-RHS), the rule \( b \leadsto a \) fires and the e-classes merge, so the rule \( a \leadsto b \) is considered derivable. In an e-graph initialized with just \( a \) (LHS), \( b \leadsto a \) does not fire, so the rule \( a \leadsto b \) is not considered derivable. LHS and LHS-RHS derivabilities can also require different resource limits. For example, consider using \( R = \{a \leadsto b, b \leadsto c, c \leadsto b\} \) to derive the rule \( a \leadsto c \). Under LHS-RHS, the e-classes representing \( a \) and \( c \) merge within a single iteration of equality saturation. In contrast, using LHS derivability, recovering the equality between \( a \) and \( c \) takes two iterations of equality saturation. First, the rule \( a \leadsto b \) fires, creating an e-class for \( b \) and merging it with \( a \)'s e-class. In the second iteration, the rule \( b \leadsto c \) fires, creating an e-class for \( c \) and merging it with the e-class that represents \( a \) and \( b \), thus recovering the equivalence between \( a \) and \( c \). This example shows that LHS-RHS derivability may be able to derive equivalences in fewer iterations (i.e., using less resources) than LHS because it can match on the left- and right-hand sides simultaneously.

In general, LHS derivability is more conservative. Anecdotally, we find that it is preferable when the user is interested in optimization-based equality saturation applications, where an e-graph is initialized with a single term \( t \) and equality saturation is used to find a better, equivalent version of \( t \). In contrast, LHS-RHS derivability is looser but may be appropriate in equivalence-checking equality saturation applications, where two terms \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) are added to an e-graph and an equality saturation engine like egg is applied to see if their e-classes merge.

5 A FAST-FORWARDING THEORY EXPLORER

This section presents a new fast-forwarding algorithm for theory exploration, which has two key applications. First, as Section 3.3 showed, it enables rewrite rule inference for domains where writing an interpreter is prohibitively difficult. Second, it mitigates the effect of resource limits on the performance of rewrite-driven systems that are often caused by the kind of rules used.

The kinds of rules that comprise a ruleset significantly affect performance, even in efficient equality saturation-driven systems. Since reaching saturation in an e-graph is rare in practice, iteration and/or node limits are used to ensure termination. As a result, two rulesets can have vastly different performance even if they are equivalent under derivability, as shown in Section 4.3.

The key motivation behind the fast-forwarding algorithm is that the “right” set of rules can help fast-forward equality saturation by skipping intermediate derivations. Skipping intermediate
```python
def fast_forward_naive(W, R):
    G = W.to_egraph()  # convert workload to e-graph
    G_prime = G.compress(R)  # run equality saturation with all rules
    candidates = candidates_by_diff(G, G_prime)  # any two terms from the unions are potential candidates
    return candidates.minimize(R)  # minimize candidates
```

Fig. 5. A naive algorithm for fast-forwarding theory exploration that applies equality saturation to terms represented by `W` using `compress`.

Derivations has two benefits: (1) it requires fewer iterations to prove a target equivalence, and (2) it often reduces the number of intermediate terms in the e-graph, which reduces unhelpful rewriting on these terms. Determining the “right” rules requires domain knowledge and depends on the application. To that end, we assume that the user can provide a set of allowed (`A`) and forbidden (`F`) operators. We then say that if a pattern, `p`, contains any operator, `o` ∈ `F`, then `p` is forbidden. If all operators in `p` are allowed, then the pattern is allowed. Since a rule is simply a pair of patterns, these definitions extend to rules.

For the trigonometric rule synthesis task in Section 3.3, the allowed operators are `sin`, `cos`, `tan`, `PI`, `+`, `-`, `×`, etc., and the forbidden operators are `cis` and `I` because we wanted Enumo to synthesize rewrite rules over the trigonometric domain only and not contain `cis` and `I`. Recall that this task also required an additional set of exploratory (`E`) rewrite rules that relate terms with allowed operators to terms with other operators. Crucially, these “other” operators can be both allowed or forbidden. The intuition behind `E` is that it helps explore new equivalences between allowed terms in the e-graph by applying a known set of rewrites over terms containing the other operators (shown by `explore` in Section 3.3).

Figure 5 shows a naive implementation of fast-forwarding using the set of core Enumo operators from Section 4. The process consists of applying eqsat to a workload representing allowed terms using a ruleset, `R`, that contains both allowed and forbidden rules. First, the algorithm creates an e-graph from the terms obtained by evaluating the workload. Then, it shrinks the e-graph using the compress operator; compress is an equality saturation strategy (Figure 4) that prevents the e-graph from getting intractably large. The fast-forwarding algorithm then applies the rewrites on a duplicate of the original e-graph and copies only the equivalences back, adding no new e-nodes or e-classes in the original e-graph. The next step in the algorithm extracts candidates from `G` based on the equalities discovered in `G'` using a cost function that penalizes forbidden operators. Finally, it minimizes the resulting ruleset as explained in Section 4. Notice that this naive algorithm simply performs a single phase of compress with all the rules.

A Practical Algorithm. Unfortunately, the naive algorithm in Figure 5 does not find useful rules in practice for two reasons. First, it does not scale to large workloads, which cause the e-graph to become too large before resource limits (e.g., timeout, iteration bounds) are exhausted. Second, exploring in a breadth-first manner prevents finding interesting fast-forwarding opportunities, which only occur after several rounds of equality saturation.

Instead, we propose a more practical, approximate algorithm that applies equality saturation more strategically by leveraging a user’s domain knowledge in the form of `E`, `F`, and `A`. The algorithm in Figure 6 selectively grows and compresses the e-graph using rules provided by the user. It first creates an e-graph from the terms represented by `W`, then compresses the e-graph with allowed rules (line 3 - line 4). This step shrinks the e-graph with known equivalences. `fast_forward` does not learn new rule candidates at this point, because any candidates it could learn are already derivable from allowed. In the next step, the algorithm grows the e-graph with `E` (line 5). Crucially, this step...
def fast_forward(W, R, E):
    G = W.to_egraph()  # convert workload to egraph
    allowed = {r ∈ R | ∀ o ∈ (ops(r.lhs) ∪ ops(r.rhs)), o ∈ A}
    G' = G.compress(allowed)  # compress the egraph with allowed rules
    G'' = G'.eqsat(E)  # grow the egraph with exploratory rules
    candidates = candidates_by_diff(G', G'')  # extract learned rules with no ops in F
    G''' = G''.compress(R)  # compress to find equalities with all of R
    candidates.union(candidates_by_diff(G'', G'''))  # add more candidates with no ops in F
    return candidates.minimize(allowed)  # minimize candidates

does not use compress; it performs simple eqsat that introduces new terms and equivalences in the e-graph. Next, we learn rule candidates using candidates_by_diff. The final equality saturation step applies another round of compression using all the rules in R, discovering additional rule candidates. The minimization step in this algorithm uses the allowed rules instead of the entire ruleset to avoid forbidden operators in the minimized ruleset.

**Comparing Different Scheduling Strategies**

The key idea in our fast-forwarding algorithm is to perform equality saturation in phases, using subsets of R to selectively grow and compress the e-graph. To understand how this affects performance, we ran an experiment to evaluate and compare the difference between using eqsat and compress in Figure 6. We ran four variants of the fast-forwarding algorithm using a workload of 287 terms from the domain of trigonometric operators (sin, cos, tan, π, π/2, etc.). Table 1 shows results of the comparison. The first two rows, which use eqsat in all three phases, do not terminate within 20 minutes. These variants of fast-forwarding demonstrate the importance of compress, which does not allow the e-graph to grow. The next two rows use compress in all three phases. The third row does not split up the rules in R and simply runs compress(R) three times. The fourth row compresses the allowed rules (A) in Phase 1, the exploratory rules (E) in Phase 2, and all rules (R) in Phase 3. The third and fourth variants both finish within seconds, but they do not find any new rules because none of the equality saturation phases allowed the e-graph to grow. These variants demonstrate the importance of the eqsat operator. The approach in the last row, which corresponds to the actual fast-forwarding algorithm described in Figure 6, finds 4 useful trigonometric identities in about 3 minutes. This experiment demonstrates the importance of using eqsat and compress together to strategically grow and compress the e-graph.

Table 1. Comparing compress and eqsat with different subsets of R for the three phases of Figure 6. A is the allowed rules of R, and E is the exploratory rules of R. The last row corresponds to Figure 6, showing that it is the fastest to produce a good ruleset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1</th>
<th>Phase 2</th>
<th>Phase 3</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th># Rules with Trig Operators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eqsat (R)</td>
<td>eqsat (R)</td>
<td>eqsat (R)</td>
<td>Timeout</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eqsat (A)</td>
<td>eqsat (E)</td>
<td>eqsat (R)</td>
<td>Timeout</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compress (R)</td>
<td>compress (R)</td>
<td>compress (R)</td>
<td>18.66</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compress (A)</td>
<td>compress (E)</td>
<td>compress (R)</td>
<td>9.42</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compress (A)</td>
<td>eqsat (E)</td>
<td>compress (R)</td>
<td>173.78</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 EVALUATION AND CASE STUDIES

Implementation. Enumo is an embedded DSL, implemented as a Rust library. The entire implementation is 3095 LOC, including unit tests but excluding implementations of various domains. The domains together add another 4430 LOC, which contain a grammar, evaluator, and validator for each basic domain and a grammar and fast-forwarding rules for each domain employing fast-forwarding. The various Enumo programs sum to 718 LOC. Our implementation, together with all the domains and Enumo programs, is publicly available.

To evaluate the contributions of this paper, this section answers the following research questions.

1. How does guided enumeration in Enumo compare to prior work on rewrite rule synthesis? (Section 6.1)
2. Can Enumo scale to larger grammars than existing tools can handle? (Section 6.1)
3. Can Enumo’s fast-forwarding algorithm enable rule inference for new domains that prior work could not support? (Section 6.2)
4. How does fast-forwarding impact client applications in terms of performance and results? (Section 6.2)
5. Do Enumo’s abstractions enable cross-domain rule synthesis technique? (Section 6.3)

6.1 Guided Search with Enumo
To evaluate Enumo’s guided search, we conducted the following experiments on a 64-bit Linux machine with 32 GB RAM, running Ubuntu 22.04.2 LTS.

Table 2. Results comparing Enumo to Ruler. \( R_1 \rightarrow R_2 \) indicates using \( R_1 \) to derive \( R_2 \) rules. We report on both LHS and LHS-RHS derivability, separated by commas. The numbers in parentheses are times in seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Enumo LOC</th>
<th># Enumo (Time)</th>
<th># Ruler (Time)</th>
<th>Enumo ( \rightarrow ) Ruler (Time)</th>
<th>Ruler ( \rightarrow ) Enumo (Time)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bool</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>64 (0.35)</td>
<td>51 (0.05)</td>
<td>100% (0.01), 100% (0.01)</td>
<td>87.5% (5.29), 96.9% (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bv4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>180 (7.13)</td>
<td>84 (0.96)</td>
<td>100% (0.17), 100% (0.03)</td>
<td>38.3% (3.67), 41.1% (4.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bv32</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>120 (48.78)</td>
<td>78 (13.1)</td>
<td>100% (0.15), 100% (0.01)</td>
<td>58.3% (1.41), 60.0% (2.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rational</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>131 (59.82)</td>
<td>113 (97.9)</td>
<td>94.7% (606.25), 100% (0.09)</td>
<td>62.6% (35.76), 68.7% (39.91)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1.1 Comparing Rulesets with Prior Work. Ruler [Nandi et al. 2021] is a state-of-the-art tool for automatically synthesizing rewrite rules that targets equality saturation driven systems. It uses a one-shot approach for rule synthesis. We compare the rules generated by Enumo and Ruler, finding that rulesets from small Enumo programs outperform those from Ruler. We wrote Enumo programs for each domain showcased in Ruler: \texttt{bool}, \texttt{bv4}, \texttt{bv32}, and \texttt{rational}. These programs call \texttt{recursive\_rules}, an Enumo-provided utility function (Figure 7). From a user-provided grammar \( G \) that specifies literal terms, unary operators, and binary operators, \texttt{recursive\_rules} builds workloads of increasing size; it then finds and validates rules from the workloads, using rules it finds along the way to avoid redundancy in the final ruleset. This function replicates Ruler’s core loop in just a few lines, highlighting the expressivity of Enumo.

After running our Enumo programs, we compared the derivability of its generated rulesets to those produced by Ruler using the same grammar and interpreter. For rational arithmetic, we found that Ruler learns rules over division by assuming that the denominator is not zero. We removed this unsound assumption and re-synthesized rational arithmetic rules.

3https://github.com/uwplse/ruler/tree/oopsla23-aec
4To mitigate the resulting unsoundness, Ruler used a custom rule application strategy from the \texttt{egg} [Willsey et al. 2021] library.
lang = { LIT (UOP EXPR) (BOP EXPR EXPR) }
def recursive_rules(G, metric, n):
    if n == 0:
        return []
    rec_rules = recursive_rules(G, n - 1, metric)
    workload = 
        iter_metric(lang, "EXPR", metric, n)
        .plug("LIT", G.lits)
        .plug("UOP", G.uops)
        .plug("BOP", G.bops)
    rules_n = 
        terms
        .to_egraph()
        .compress(rec_rules)
        .find_candidates()
        .minimize(rec_rules)
    return rec_rules.extend(rules_n)

Fig. 7. The recursive_rules function. G is a struct that specifies a grammar, containing workloads for literal expressions, unary operators, and binary operators. metric is the Enumo metric used to define an upper bound on terms, and n is the size limit. recursive_rules incrementally builds a ruleset by learning rules over terms from the provided grammar of increasing size up to the specified size limit.

We also found that Enumo rulesets could derive (Section 4.3) all of Ruler’s rules using Ruler’s own LHS-RHS derivability metric (Table 2). The reverse is not true. Using the more conservative LHS metric, Enumo rulesets derive a higher percentage of Ruler rulesets than the reverse. Both measures suggest that Enumo rulesets have greater proving power than their Ruler counterparts.

6.1.2 Scaling to Large Grammars: The Halide Case Study. Halide [Ragan-Kelley et al. 2013] is a programming language for high-performance image processing. A major component of the Halide compiler is a traditional term rewriting system [Newcomb et al. 2020] that performs optimizing program transformations using a set of handwritten rules. Halide has a large grammar, totalling 17 boolean, arithmetic, and comparison operators. It does not use an equality saturation engine for applying the rewrite rules; nevertheless, inspired by the domain, particularly due to the size of its grammar, we developed an Enumo program to evaluate the scalability of Enumo’s workload-guided strategy.

We collected Halide’s handwritten ruleset by scraping source files from a recent commit in the Halide repository 5 and removing rules we could not parse, i.e., rules with side conditions, unsupported operators, and unbound variables on the rule’s right-hand side. After this process, we were left with 725 rules.

To see how prior work [Nandi et al. 2021] would perform on a large domain, we implemented the Halide grammar in Ruler. Ruler’s implementation ran for just one iteration (further iterations did not terminate), synthesizing a total of 90 rules in 3 seconds. This ruleset derived only 18 of the 725 original rules (2.5%) using both derivability metrics (LHS, LHS-RHS).

Without leveraging guided search, Enumo scales similarly to Ruler. A simple Enumo program that exhaustively enumerates Halide terms up to size 5 derived 309 of Halide’s 725 rules. The exhaustive Enumo program outperforms Ruler only because Ruler enumerates by depth, which

5https://github.com/halide/Halide/commit/e7f78600e10956b44e8f214c686f310211b0d836
grows much faster than size. An Enumo program that enumerates by depth times out after depth 2 and learns rules that can derive only 13 of Halide’s rules, similar to Ruler’s behavior.

However, the key benefit of Enumo’s guided enumeration is decoupling the grammar and the workload size. In Ruler, terms are enumerated exhaustively from the grammar up to a certain size, so with a larger grammar, Ruler hits resource limits faster. In contrast, term enumeration in Enumo is separate from the grammar itself, letting users define workloads that represent different subsets of the search space. Enumo’s operators make it easy to compose workloads, enabling a piecewise rather than total approach to term enumeration. This composability makes it possible to synthesize rulesets that are larger and deeper than would be possible with a one-shot theory exploration tool like Ruler.

To evaluate whether Enumo’s guided search could help to find deeper, more complex Halide rules, we wrote a 141-line Enumo program that leveraged both exhaustive and custom enumeration. First, we exhaustively enumerated terms over subsets of Halide’s boolean, arithmetic, and comparison operators⁶—up to 5 atoms, beyond which point this strategy becomes computationally infeasible. We then enumerated terms with all of Halide’s operators up to 4 atoms in size. Finally, we created custom workloads guided by domain knowledge, selectively generating terms too large to be found using the exhaustive approach, such as \( \text{select a (min b c) (max d c)} \). These workloads leverage Enumo features such as canon (Section 4), which eliminated many duplicate terms, reducing one workload from 52,491 to 9,233 terms—an 82% decrease.⁷ Ultimately, our Enumo program produced a ruleset of 845 rules capable of deriving 80.7% and 90.6% of the handwritten ruleset using the LHS and LHS-RHS derivability metrics, respectively. The handwritten Halide rules derived just 6.5% (LHS) and 10.9% (LHS-RHS) of Enumo’s 845 rules, suggesting the hypothesis that theory explorers could increase the proving power of industrial rewrite-driven optimizers.

As mentioned in Section 4.3, larger rulesets are not necessarily better than smaller rulesets. In this case study, however, the smaller ruleset (from one iteration of Ruler) has measurably less proving power than the larger one (from the Enumo program), so the additional rules are justified. Synthesizing rulesets for large grammars is not feasible with tools that rely on exhaustive term enumeration, but with Enumo, it is possible to build rulesets incrementally; therefore, grammar size is not a limiting factor. This section shows that a small program using Enumo’s novel guided search finds better rules than is possible using state-of-the-art tools.

6.2 Fast-Forwarding
In this section, we evaluate the fast-forwarding algorithm (Section 5) in two new domains to learn rewrite rules that other state-of-the-art tools do not support. We also show that synthesized rules from Enumo can be easily integrated with existing equality saturation-based synthesis tools.

6.2.1 Numeric Domain. We used both the fast-forwarding algorithm and guided enumeration to infer rewrite rules for the domain of transcendental functions. To evaluate the quality of the rulesets, we integrated the rules into two existing rewrite-rule based synthesis tools, Herbie [Panchekha et al. 2015] and Megalibm [Briggs and Panchekha 2022].

Trigonometric and Exponential Representation. Recall that sine and cosine have representations in terms of the complex exponential \( \text{cis}(x) \) (Section 3.3). Using 57 automatically generated arithmetic rules and 15 handwritten rules using the complex exponential, we derived rules for sin, cos, and

⁶For both Ruler and Enumo, we enumerated terms over 15 of the 17 operators, skipping / and \( \Rightarrow \) since most of those rules had side conditions.

⁷The full Enumo program can be found at https://github.com/uwplse/ruler/tree/main/tests/recipes.
Table 3. Derivability comparison between rules from Enumo and Herbie. As in Table 2, \( R_1 \rightarrow R_2 \) indicates using \( R_1 \) to derive \( R_2 \) rules. We report both LHS and LHS-RHS derivability, separated by commas. The numbers in parentheses are times in seconds. "-" indicates that the derivability test could not be completed due to Herbie’s unsound rules (Section 6.2.1). We integrate these rules for end-to-end runs of Herbie [Panchekha et al. 2015] and Megalibm [Briggs and Panchekha 2022] (Section 6.2.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Enumo LOC</th>
<th>Enumo (Time)</th>
<th># Herbie</th>
<th>Enumo ( \rightarrow ) Herbie (Time)</th>
<th>Herbie ( \rightarrow ) Enumo (Time)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>40 (4.94)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>28.0% (0.02), 36.6% (0.02)</td>
<td>92.5% (0.99), 100% (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rational</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>129 (276.16)</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>70.1% (54.77), 73.6% (55.19)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trig</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>17 (879.65)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6.7% (0.0), 6.7% (0.0)</td>
<td>47.1% (0.01), 47.1% (0.01)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, the logarithmic, power, square root, and cube root functions are all defined in terms of \( \exp \), the real exponential function: \( \log(x) \leftrightarrow x \), \( a^b \leftrightarrow e^{b \cdot \log(a)} \), \( \sqrt{a} \leftrightarrow e^{1/2 \cdot \log(a)} \), and \( 3^{\sqrt{x}} \leftrightarrow e^{1/3 \cdot \log(a)} \). As in the trigonometric case, to bootstrap fast-forwarding, we used a set of 141 automatically generated arithmetic rules and 13 handwritten rules involving the real exponential function. For both the exponential and trigonometric domains, Enumo produced the set of prior rules via methods described in previous sections.

Herbie. Herbie [Panchekha et al. 2015] is a widely used, open-source tool for improving the accuracy of floating-point expressions. Given a mathematical expression over real numbers, it synthesizes a more accurate floating-point implementation using a variety of techniques, including equality saturation. Herbie’s equality saturation-based optimization pass uses a set of 358 expert-written rewrite rules to explore many programs that are equivalent over the reals, keeping only those that have lower floating-point error. Herbie’s rewrite rules include many algebraic identities about rational arithmetic, trigonometry, and exponents.

Results. First, we wrote Enumo programs to synthesize boolean, rational, trigonometric (fast-forwarded), and exponential (fast-forwarded) rules for Herbie. We show a summary of these results in Table 3. Then, based on suggestions from Herbie’s developers, we filtered the Herbie benchmark suite to 176 representative benchmarks taken from a variety of domains, including graphics, mathematics, and numerical analysis. In addition, we disabled polynomial approximation to isolate the effects of equality saturation within Herbie. We ran Herbie on the benchmarks under six different configurations:

- **Herbie**: Herbie’s default configuration.
- **Enumo**: Enumo’s rules, including boolean, rational, trigonometric, and exponential rules.
- **Enumo-Ru**: Enumo’s rules with its rational rules replaced by Ruler’s rational rules. This includes Enumo’s boolean, trigonometric, and exponential rules, as well as Ruler’s rational rules.
- **Enumo-FF**: Enumo’s rules without fast-forwarded rules.
- **Enumo-R**: Enumo’s rules, including only boolean and rational rules.
- **Ruler**: Ruler’s ([Nandi et al. 2021]) rules for the rational and boolean domains. Ruler does not support the trigonometric and exponential domains.

We used the default node limit of 8000 nodes in Herbie’s underlying equality saturation engine, i.e., upon hitting the limit, the engine stops applying the simplification rules. On 6 benchmarks, Herbie did not finish within 300 seconds; we discarded these. For all four configurations, we ran Herbie on 30 seeds.

Figure 8 shows the results of running Herbie with one boxplot for each ruleset configuration. The left plot measures the accuracy of the results using Herbie’s “bits of error” metric, measuring
the number of “incorrect” bits in the binary representation of the floating-point result against a high-precision oracle. Using ENUMO’s rules, Herbie achieved 128% higher accuracy than with Ruler’s rules. The right plot shows the average running time of Herbie, with rules from ENUMO consistently outperforming Ruler’s rules. Herbie’s handwritten ruleset (Herbie) finds the most accurate programs, followed by ENUMO’s rules. There are two key takeaways from this experiment. It (1) demonstrates the value of fast-forwarding, and (2) shows that fast-forwarding and guided search combined lead to better rulesets than exhaustive synthesis alone.

Disabling trigonometric and exponential rules (ENUMO-FF) but leaving the rules needed to bootstrap fast-forwarding significantly decreases accuracy, showing that fast-forwarding is necessary in the face of resource limits. By definition, the rulesets from both ENUMO and ENUMO-FF have equal proving power, but Figure 8 demonstrates a significant advantage for ENUMO over ENUMO-FF in practice. Using only the rational rules (ENUMO-R) also lowers accuracy, showing that trigonometric and exponential rewrite rules are important for Herbie.

To our surprise, Ruler’s rational rules (Ruler) outperformed ENUMO’s (ENUMO-R). However, we show that when combined with the rest of ENUMO’s ruleset (ENUMO), ENUMO found more accurate programs faster than Ruler. Replacing ENUMO’s rational rules with Ruler’s (ENUMO-Ru) yielded a significantly worse ruleset: the combination of ENUMO’s rational ruleset and ENUMO’s trigonometric and exponential rules let Herbie to fix a wider range of floating-point errors. We suspect that ENUMO’s rational rules (ENUMO-R) explore a larger space than Ruler’s (causing Herbie to exceed resource limits faster) without any benefit, leading to a slight accuracy loss compared to Ruler’s rational rules.

An example of where rules from ENUMO excel over rules from Ruler is Herbie’s “2cos”8 benchmark, \( \cos(x + \epsilon) - \cos x \), which suffers from error when \( \epsilon \) is relatively small. With ENUMO’s ruleset, Herbie used the essential rewrite \( \cos (+ b a) \rightarrow (- (* (\cos b) (\cos a)) (* (\sin b) \cos (+ b a))) \) for the rewrite.

---

8https://github.com/herbie-fp/herbie/blob/main/bench/hamming/rearrangement.fpcore
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\((\sin a)\)) to decompose \(\cos(x + \epsilon)\), and then eliminated cancellation using associative rules. The full rewrite is \(\cos(x + \epsilon) - \cos x \sim \cos x \cdot (\cos\epsilon + -1) + \sin x \cdot (-\sin\epsilon)\). Without trigonometric rules, Ruler cannot find this improvement.

However, Herbie still found more accurate programs with its handwritten ruleset: significantly, Herbie often relied on unsound division, trigonometry, and exponentiation rules to eliminate sources of errors, such as cancellation without checking if such transformation is correct for all arguments. For example, for the benchmark “2sin” \(^9\), Herbie rewrites \(\sin (x + \epsilon) - \sin x\) to \(\cos x \cdot \sin\epsilon + (\sin\epsilon^2 \cdot \sin x)/(-1 - \cos\epsilon)\) using a series of rewrites that included the unsound factoring rule \((+ a b) \sim (/ (- (* a a) (* b b)) (- a b))\), which is invalid when \(a\) equals \(b\). In contrast, Enumo generated a guarded factoring rule that included a check that \((- a b) \neq 0\) Unfortunately, Herbie is not designed to leverage conditional rules. Instead, with Enumo, we can reify the conditional guard syntactically within the rewrite itself. Herbie can directly apply such rules, e.g., \((+ a b) \sim (if (- a b) (/ (- (* a a) (* b b)) (- a b)) (+ a b))\), relying on other rules to simplify the condition syntactically. Herbie’s use of unsound rules and lack of support for conditional rules presents a significant challenge in closing the gap between Herbie’s handwritten and Enumo’s generated rules.

Megalibm. Next, we show how the ruleset inferred using Enumo for Herbie is also useful for Megalibm [Briggs and Panchekha 2022], another equality saturation tool that relies on numeric rewrites. Given a transcendental operator, e.g., \(\cos\), Megalibm synthesizes a set of low-level implementations that make different speed vs. accuracy tradeoffs. A core phase in Megalibm is using equality saturation to discover various identities over such operators.

Using sound rules from rational, trig, and exponential Enumo programs (Table 3), we ran the Megalibm benchmarks for \(\sin\), \(\cos\), and \(\tan\). We detail the results for \(\cos\), where the Megalibm baseline found the following identities: \(\cos(x) = \cos(x + 4\pi)\), \(\cos(x) = \cos(x + \pi + \pi)\), \(\cos(x) = 2 \cdot 2 \cdot \cos(-x) / 4\), and \(\cos(x) = (\pi + \pi) - ((\pi + \pi) - \cos(-x))\). The third and fourth identities are equivalent; both can be simplified to \(\cos(x) = \cos(-x)\). Similarly, the second identity is just two applications of the first. Thus, the baseline yielded only 2 unique identities, from which Megalibm generated 4 implementations with differing speed and accuracy. With Enumo-generated rewrite rules, Megalibm produced the following identities: \(\cos(x) = \cos(x + (\pi + \pi))\), \(\cos(x) = \cos(-x) \cdot 2/2\), \(\cos(x) = \cos(\pi - x) - (\cos(\pi - x) \cdot 2)\), \(\cos(x) = \cos(\pi - x) \cdot (-\cos(\pi - x))\)) \(^9\), and \(\cos(x) = -\cos(\pi - x)\). Here, the third, fourth, and fifth identities are equivalent, yielding 3 unique identities, which Megalibm used to find 5 unique implementations. For \(\tan\), Megalibm used Enumo-generated rules to find new identities of \(\tan\), where the baseline ruleset did not derive any.

Figure 9 shows Megalibm’s estimates of the speed vs. accuracy tradeoffs for implementations of \(\cos\) generated by the Enumo-generated and manually developed baseline rulesets. The table summarizes how, across \(\sin\), \(\cos\), and \(\tan\), rules from Enumo always produced more unique identities, which typically also led to more unique implementations except for \(\sin\), where the baseline yielded two extra implementations. Enumo’s rulesets can be applied across different tools in related domains and perform as well or better than manually developed expert rulesets.

6.2.2 Geometric Domain. Szalinski [Nandi et al. 2020] is an equality saturation-driven tool that shrinks 3D CAD (Computer-Aided Design) programs by performing rewrites over a language called Caddy. Caddy expresses CAD programs with primitives for constructive solid geometry (e.g., Cube, Scale, Union), basic rational arithmetic, various list constructors, and inverse transformations. Szalinski shrinks Caddy programs using two rulesets: a set of CAD identities and a set of custom procedural rewrite rules that discover opportunities to use inverse transformations.

\(^9\)https://github.com/herbie-fp/herbie/blob/main/bench/hamming/rearrangement.fpcore
def iter_szalinski(n):
    lang = { (AFFINE VEC SOLID) (Cube VEC) (Cylinder VEC) (Sphere SCALAR) }
    return iter_metric(lang, "SOLID", Depth, n)
    .plug("VEC", (Vec 0 0 0) (Vec 1 1 1) (Vec a a a) (Vec a b c)
            (Vec d e f) (Vec (BOP a d) (bop b e) (bop c f))
    .plug("AFFINE", ( Scale Trans ))
    .plug("SCALAR", ( a 1 ))
    .plug("BOP", ( + * / ))

cad_idents = []
for i in [2, 3]:
    wkld = iter_szalinski(i)
    chosen = fast_forward(wkld, frep_rules, cad_idents)
    cad_idents.extend(chosen)

We focus on synthesizing the CAD identities, which helps Szalinski expose hidden structure in its input programs. Synthesizing these identities using traditional rule inference algorithms requires a full CAD interpreter, which is prohibitively difficult, and therefore unsupported by prior rule inference tools. Instead, leveraging Enumo’s fast-forwarding algorithm, we present the first automatically synthesized CAD rules.

Synthesizing CAD Identities. Solid geometry can be represented mathematically via a function representation (F-rep). An F-Rep is a function \( f(x, y, z) \) that interprets an arithmetic expression over \( x, y, \) and \( z \) as the geometric solid defined where \( f \) is positive [Pasko et al. 1995]. For example, the unit sphere can be represented by \( 1 - x^2 - y^2 - z^2 \).

We use Enumo to synthesize a set of CAD identities by fast-forwarding from a small set of 5 translational rules from CAD to F-Rep combined with 15 rules over the F-Rep domain. Our prior rules for F-Rep included 6 rules over rationals and 9 substitution rules over operators that allowed
it to express *Caddy* transformations. Here are two examples of these rules:

\[
\text{Sphere}(r) \mapsto 1 - \left( \frac{x}{r} \right)^2 - \left( \frac{y}{r} \right)^2 - \left( \frac{z}{r} \right)^2
\]

\[
\text{Scale}([w, h, l], e) \mapsto e \left[ x \mapsto \frac{x}{w} \right] \left[ y \mapsto \frac{y}{h} \right] \left[ z \mapsto \frac{z}{l} \right]
\]

Using ENUMO’s guided search and fast-forwarding, we synthesized a set of 20 large CAD identities of up to 13 atoms. Figure 10 shows the workload we used.

Table 4. End-to-end evaluation of Szalinski (Table 2 from Nandi et al. [2020]) using CAD identities from ENUMO. The inputs are flat CAD programs from Reincarnate [Nandi et al. 2018]. For each set of identities, we show the percentages by which the initial program’s AST sizes decreased (higher is better), and we show in parentheses the output AST sizes (lower is better). No Identities, Szalinski’s Identities, and Enumo-synthesized Identities show the results of running Szalinski without CAD identities, with all identities enabled, and with Enumo-synthesized CAD identities in place of the original ones, respectively. ENUMO’s CAD identities exactly matched the performance of Szalinski’s on 5 of 10 inputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Id</th>
<th>No Identities</th>
<th>Szalinski’s Identities</th>
<th>Enumo-synthesized Identities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TackleBox</td>
<td>79% (60)</td>
<td>91% (26)</td>
<td>85% (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDCardRack</td>
<td>72% (57)</td>
<td>87% (26)</td>
<td>86% (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SingleRowHolder</td>
<td>84% (31)</td>
<td>92% (16)</td>
<td>92% (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CircleCell</td>
<td>61% (31)</td>
<td>80% (16)</td>
<td>80% (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNCBitCase</td>
<td>88% (27)</td>
<td>93% (15)</td>
<td>93% (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CassetteStorage</td>
<td>81% (27)</td>
<td>89% (15)</td>
<td>89% (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaspberryPiCover</td>
<td>90% (27)</td>
<td>96% (12)</td>
<td>96% (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChargingStation</td>
<td>81% (27)</td>
<td>89% (15)</td>
<td>82% (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CardFramer</td>
<td>52% (83)</td>
<td>76% (42)</td>
<td>76% (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HexWrenchHolder</td>
<td>90% (31)</td>
<td>95% (16)</td>
<td>84% (52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>80% (40.1)</strong></td>
<td><strong>90% (19.9)</strong></td>
<td><strong>87% (26.3)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Results.** We evaluated Szalinski’s performance on a set of benchmarks from Nandi et al. [2020]’s Table 2. The results are shown in Table 4. Using ENUMO’s synthesized rules for CAD identities, Szalinski shrunk input benchmarks by 87% on average, while the original, handwritten rules shrunk input benchmarks by 90% on average. Upon closer inspection, we found that a subset of the Enumo-synthesized rules matched the performance of Szalinski’s handwritten CAD identities. There are some rules in the Enumo ruleset that cannot be derived from Szalinski’s CAD identities. However, we posit that these additional rules are not very useful for the Szalinski benchmark tests, so their presence in the Enumo ruleset leads to worse performance at low node limits.

Table 4 shows that ENUMO’s CAD identities closely matched the performance of the handwritten CAD identities. Fast-forwarding is effective at synthesizing rules for constructive geometry, a domain containing rewrite rules with term sizes that cannot be exhaustively enumerated, for which writing an interpreter is challenging, and which prior work did not support.

### 6.3 Ruleset Manipulation with ENUMO

This section presents a case study that leverages ENUMO’s operators for ruleset manipulation. Here, we are interested in synthesizing rewrite rules over 4-bit bitvectors (BV4) and transforming those rules into a usable ruleset over larger bitvectors. Synthesizing rules for small bitvectors is very fast because there are relatively few possible values in the domain. Rules that work for small bitvectors are likely, but not guaranteed, to be valid for large bitvectors, as well. In this case study, we start

---

10Nandi et al. [2020] mentions that these benchmarks were decompiled using the Reincarnate [Nandi et al. 2018] mesh decompiler.
Table 5. Comparison of rule synthesis for different widths of bitvectors. Shown for each bitvector width are (i) the number of rules generated from an Enumo program (time in seconds) for that domain, (ii) the number of Enumo-synthesized BV4 rules that are valid in that domain (time in seconds), and (iii) the percentage of the generated rules that are derivable from the validated BV4 rules (both LHS and LHS-RHS derivability).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Generated Rules (Time)</th>
<th>Valid BV4 Rules (Time)</th>
<th>Validated → Generated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BV8</td>
<td>230 (32.78)</td>
<td>230 (3.19)</td>
<td>(100%, 100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BV16</td>
<td>236 (85.50)</td>
<td>224 (8.36)</td>
<td>(97%, 97%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BV32</td>
<td>232 (191.74)</td>
<td>224 (10.81)</td>
<td>(98%, 99%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BV64</td>
<td>250 (431.70)</td>
<td>220 (16.97)</td>
<td>(93%, 93%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BV128</td>
<td>190 (1784.14)</td>
<td>210 (38.68)</td>
<td>(90%, 91%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by synthesizing BV4 rules using the same Enumo program described in Section 6.1. Then, we use Enumo to “cast” the rules into the domain of larger bitvectors (BV8, BV16, BV32, BV64, and BV128). Finally, we validate the rules in the new domain to find the subset of sound BV4 rules that are still sound for larger bitvectors. We compare these rules to rules that were synthesized directly in the larger bitvector domains using the same Enumo program as we used to synthesize BV4 rules. The results of this case study are shown in Table 5. Validating BV4 rules was much faster than synthesizing rules from scratch (38 seconds vs. 29 minutes for BV128) and still produced a useful ruleset: across all bitvector sizes, the validated BV4 rules retained at least 90% of the proving power of the directly generated rules; for 8-bit bitvectors, the validated BV4 rules had equal proving power. This case study highlights the usefulness of Enumo’s abstractions—though porting rulesets from one domain to another was not a design consideration in the development of Enumo, its operators support this use-case without modification.

7 DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE WORK

Scheduling. Equality saturation engines mitigate the effects of rule ordering by non-destructively applying all rules in each iteration of the algorithm. However, in practical applications where saturation is unlikely, only a finite number of iterations of the equality saturation algorithm complete before terminating due to resource limits. Deciding which rules to run when becomes critical, and splitting rules into batches can dramatically alter the results. Based on preliminary experiments, we find that certain additional strategies significantly improve the results of equality saturation tools. Two of these include using operators like compress and using a saturating scheduler, which iteratively (1) applies saturating rules (is_saturating in Figure 4) to saturation, then (2) applies the other rules for a single iteration. Developing scheduling strategies requires a more systematic investigation of scheduling techniques than this paper provides, but we are excited to further explore rule scheduling in the context of equality saturation.

Conditional Rewrites. We have also only partially explored conditional rule inference in Enumo. To use Enumo for inferring state-of-the-art rules in more complex domains like LLVM IR, robust conditional rule inference as well as program analyses to satisfy side conditions will be necessary. We leave this as future work.

Overfitting. It is possible to write an Enumo workload that overfits in order to find certain rules. For example, to find the rule \((+(+\ ?c \ ?a)(-\ ?b \ ?c)) \mapsto (+\ ?b \ ?a)\), one could construct an Enumo workload with only the terms \((+(+\ ?z \ ?x)(-\ ?y \ ?z))\) and \((+\ ?y \ ?c)\), i.e., for a rule \(\ell \mapsto r\), a workload representing only \(\ell\) and \(r\) instantiated with concrete variables. However, this requires the user to know a priori exactly which rules they want, which is rarely the case. Good Enumo programs must strike a balance between sufficiently narrowing the search space so as to make rule inference feasible without overly constraining the workload. In practice, most of our Enumo
programs are significantly shorter (i.e., fewer lines of code) than simply writing the rules by hand; we have not found overfitting to be a problem in the domains we have explored. On the other hand, the ability to write an overfit workload is potentially useful: if the overfit workload does not find the target rule, it might indicate that the target rule is unsound. This can allow Enumo users to interactively to explore a domain.

Beyond Rule Synthesis. While this paper used Enumo to synthesize rewrite rules for and by equality saturation, the DSL itself is generic and not restricted to such applications. Enumo lays the groundwork for future applications in bounded model checking and sketch-guided synthesis. For example, Enumo could be useful in axiom synthesis tools such as LAS [Krogmeier et al. 2022a], where the enumeration order greatly affects the quality of results.

8 RELATED WORK

Prior work has used e-graphs for rule inference [Nandi et al. 2021; Nötzli et al. 2019]. [Nötzli et al. 2019] uses enumerative synthesis to infer axioms for the CVC4 theorem prover. Ruler [Nandi et al. 2021] outperformed Nötzli et al. [2019] in various domains. In this paper, we show that Enumo can outperform Ruler in terms of both scalability and generality of domains (Section 6).

Similarly, theory exploration is a well-studied topic, focusing on eagerly synthesizing lemmas that may be useful for verification tasks. A recent tool in this space is TheSy [Singher and Itzhaky 2021], which performs inductive theory exploration using equality saturation and symbolic values to efficiently filter candidate conjectures. TheSy’s key insight is to leverage congruence closure to implement an induction prover within the equality saturation framework. Similar tools for theory exploration use random testing to find potential candidates [Claessen et al. 2013, 2010]. IsaCoSy [Johansson et al. 2010] synthesizes inductive theorems for the Isabelle theorem prover [Paulson 1986]. To keep the search space of terms tractable, IsaCoSy selectively enumerates only terms that are not reducible from existing rules. A similar technique is used by Ta et al. [2017] in lemma synthesis for proving entailments with separation logic. We believe the abstractions provided by Enumo for guided search and ruleset manipulation can be used to scale lemma synthesis in these tools. In future work, we would like to express the inductive prover from TheSy in Enumo.

Many custom tools synthesize rewrite rules in specific domains. [Xu et al. 2023] proposed a tool that synthesizes rewrite rules for quantum circuit optimization. Jia et al. [2019] developed a tool synthesizing graph substitutions for deep neural networks. RuleSy [Butler 2019] uses a combination of synthesis and specification mining to find proof rules representing the mined specification. Wang et al. [2022] presented an equality saturation-driven tool for learning query rewrite rules. In contrast, Enumo’s DSL-based approach is not specialized to any particular domain; our evaluation in Section 6 shows that Enumo works across diverse domains. Prior work used machine learning to assist in rewrite rule inference [Krogmeier et al. 2022b; Singh and Solar-Lezama 2016]; in particular, Singh and Solar-Lezama [2016] supports some forms of conditional rules. This paper shows that by using Enumo’s novel term enumeration primitives, rule inference scales to support grammars that have conditional operators; however, full support for conditional rule inference is left for future work.

Finally, several tools have focused on automatically inferring peephole optimizations [Bansal and Aiken 2006; Buchwald 2015; Davidson and Fraser 2004; Menendez and Nagarakatte 2017] and instruction selection [Buchwald et al. 2018]. Two major challenges with these optimizations are the presence of side conditions and their large grammars. This paper shows that with Enumo’s guided enumeration strategy, it is possible to find rewrite rules with side conditions. We also show that it is possible to scale to large grammars, like that of Halide [Ragan-Kelley et al. 2013]. We will
continue to explore techniques for more general conditional rewrite rule inference, and we are excited to use Enumo to infer more optimizations for frameworks like LLVM.

The Enumo DSL is designed to facilitate efficient term enumeration given a grammar. Effective enumeration has been explored in many other contexts, like relational algebra, sorting algorithms, testing, and generating well-typed lambda terms [Abiteboul et al. 1995; Christiansen et al. 2016; Duregård et al. 2012; Flajolet and Salvy 1995; Rodriguez Yakushev and Jeuring 2010]. In the most closely related work, Duregård et al. [2012] propose Feat, a Haskell library for composing enumerations. They use a lazy mechanism (functional enumeration) to scale enumeration and leverage memoisation to efficiently index into a stream of enumerated terms. In a previous prototype of Enumo, we explored a similar mechanism, but we found that in the context of rewrite rule inference, e-graph size is the bottleneck, not enumeration time. Therefore, in our final prototype, we use a simpler method for materializing a workload into a concrete set of terms. A similarity between the Enumo DSL and the Feat library is the idea of composable workloads. Duregård et al. [2012] define a set of combinators that let them compose smaller enumerations effectively. As Section 4 showed, Enumo workloads can be composed using a set of operators (Plug, Filter, Union), some of which are similar to Feat (e.g., unioning two workloads or enumerations). A key feature of Enumo is that it evaluates a workload only when converting it to an e-graph (as shown in Section 4); this lets Enumo leverage a unique set of operators like plug and filter to optimize a workload before it is evaluated and converted to an e-graph (see examples in Section 4).

9 CONCLUSION

This paper presents Enumo, a new domain-specific language for rewrite rule inference using equality saturation. Enumo offers novel term enumeration primitives and exposes useful ruleset operators that enable incremental, composable, workload-guided rewrite rule inference. We also introduce a new fast-forwarding algorithm for generating rewrite rules; fast-forwarding finds rewrite rules for domains not supported by prior tools. Enumo subsumes the capabilities of state-of-the-art tools for rule inference [Nandi et al. 2021; Nötzli et al. 2019] in terms of ruleset quality and scalability. Several case-studies demonstrate that small, modular Enumo programs generate useful rulesets that can be plugged in to existing equality saturation tools or composed to quickly find rulesets across diverse domains. Enumo lets users strategically guide the rule inference process at a high level and incrementally build effective rulesets.
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